
Oral Anglais thème libre n°1 : Super Size Me 

More than a third of children and American teenagers have a weight problem (78 million adults and 12 
million children and adolescents, on a total population of 308 million). Two adults in three in the United 
States are affected by excess weight or obesity. The fast food chains have often made use of trial, 
established by visitors become obese, which have been lost due to lack of evidence. 

Furthermore, it’s a trial which decided Morgan Spurlock to shoot his proper report. 
In 2002, 2 young teenagers: Jazlyn Bradley who is 19 years, weighs 122 kilos and Ashley Pelman who is 14 
years old weighs 150 kilos decide to attack Mac Donald. 
Both girls accuse them of being responsible of their obesity because they give none nutritional 
information on their product, that made that they consume too often Mac Donald’s products. 
The two young teenagers were finally lost the trial because they do not have proved that it was the 
MacDonald’s products that is responsible for their obesity. 

Morgan Spurlock wants to learn more about the effective role of this type of food and the impact of junk 
food on health. To carry out its investigation, it crosses the United States and ask experts in more than 20 
cities, from New York to Houston. He speaks to a former Secretary of health in the United States, a teacher 
of gym, canteen cooks and lawyers, who entrust the outcome of their research, their feelings, their fears 
and their doubts. 

One of thing which it is necessary to note is the difference enters Mac Donald in France and in the USA. 
Let us speak for example portions. In France, when we take, a big French fries, we find it is enough. 
But, a big French fries weigh 160 grams. 
In the United States, a super size French fries contains almost twice more French fries (250g).  
And for drink, it’s the same : In France, a maxi drink contain an half litter and in the USA, a super size drink 
contain 2 litters. 
Something else : the concentration of MacDonald. In Manhattan, there is 90 MacDo for 60km². By 
comparison, there is 73 MacDo in Paris which makes 105km² ! It’s almost twice more ! 
So in USA, MacDo is much closer to home, and MacDonald delivers to home ! 
So it is easier to eat fast food in USA than in France ! 

At the same time, Spurlock examines consumption patterns, the techniques of the food giants, cafeterias 
in schools and other aspects of this true epidemic, which is the 2nd cause of predictable death after 
tobacco. During his investigation, Morgan Spurlock decides to carry out an experiment on itself: under 
the close supervision of three doctors and a nutritionist, it is committed to eating only at McDonald for a 
month (morning, midday and evening) and decides to use the taxi more often in order to respect the 
maximum number of 5 000 setp per day (number of no way by American). 

Let us speak now about health. 
Indeed, during his experiment, Morgan Spurlock will have been subject to numerous health problems:  
Headaches 
Breakdown 
Sensation of hunger quickly after meal 
Change of humor 
Reduction in sexual performances … 
And medical check-ups are also catastrophic! At the end of the day 21, his rate of cholesterol strongly 
increased, and his rates of SGOT (enzyme which measures the cellular destruction) pass from 21 (normal 
value) to 130 ! 
Let us watch that thinks of his doctor 
[…] 
We can see here that his doctor is afraid for Morgan Spurlock because according to him, the ultra fat fast 
food diet, puts its health in danger ! 
In spite, he decides to continue his experiment to the end. 



The paradox of fast food is that it has bad image but is a real success. More than a diet, fast food is today a 
lifestyle: that of busy people who do not want to waste time to cook. Fast-food restaurants have 
understood that children are the future of their success and try so keep coming them young to 
everything in their lives they return to their favorite fast food. The marketing strategy is, at McDonald's for 
example, very well tied. It is indeed often proposed for children in addition to the widgets, play areas and 
a mascot: Ronald. 
A fast food within a radius of 150 m around a school would increase by 5.2% the rate of childhood 
obesity. In the U.S., 30% of hospitals host in their structure a fast food restaurant. 

To finish, we are going to end with an experiment made by Morgan Spurlock on children. 
Indeed, he showed them a drawing of Jesus and asked them which is it, and they did the same thing with 
Ronald MacDonald. Let us see the result: 
[…] 
Religion is very present in the USA, but no children recognized Jesus but they all recognize Ronald Mac 
Donald. It proves that the strategy of MacDo which tries to develop loyalty of his young clientele works ! 


